
Apostrophe Catastrophe!
Rewrite these sentences correctly.

1. I cant play outside without my hat.

2. Thats my ball youre playing with. 

3. Its an amazing view from the top of Mount Everest.

4. Jasons going to Spain for a holiday in September.

5. I love ice cream, but I dont eat it very often.

6. The astronaut’s flew to the moon in three day’s, three hours and ten 
minutes.

7. Did you know that adult elephant’s cant jump?

8. Its only one day until my team play’s its championship game!

9. The suns shining, so why cant we go to the beach today?

10. Insect’s outnumber humans 100 000 000 times to one.
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Contractions
1. Write the contraction for each pair of words.

2. Remove the apostrophe and write the original two words.

I will ___________________________________

I am _____________________________________

we will _________________________________

we are _________________________________

you are ________________________________

they are _________________________________

he is ___________________________________

she is __________________________________

hasn’t ___________________________________

aren’t _____________________________________

don’t ____________________________________

we’ve __________________________________

he’s _________________________________________

they’re __________________________________

I’m __________________________________________

I’ll ___________________________________________

has not ________________________________

are not ________________________________

could not ______________________________

you have ______________________________

we have _______________________________

would have ____________________________

they would ____________________________

I would ________________________________

couldn’t _________________________________

shouldn’t ______________________________

can’t ______________________________________

I’d ___________________________________________

she’d ______________________________________

they’ve _____________________________________

they’ll _____________________________________

we’ll _____________________________________
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Common Contractions
1. Fill in the table to create the contractions.

is/am/are have/has will had/would

I

you

she

he

it

we

they

2. Write a sentence for each common contraction.

a) you’ll: 

b) we’d: 

c) she’s: 

d) they’re:  

e) it’ll:  

f) he’ll:  

g) I’d:  

h) you’re:  
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Apostrophe Catastrophe! – Answers
1. I can’t play outside without my hat.

2. That’s my ball you’re playing with.

3. It’s an amazing view from the top of Mount Everest.

4. Jason’s going to Spain for a holiday in September.

5. I love ice cream, but I don’t eat it very often.

6. The astronauts flew to the moon in three days, three hours and ten minutes.

7. Did you know that adult elephants can’t jump?

8. It’s only one day until my team plays its championship game!

9. The sun’s shining, so why can’t we go to the beach today?

10.  Insects outnumber humans 100 000 000 times to one.
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Contractions – Answers 
1. Write the contraction for each pair of words.

I will I’ll has not hasn’t

I am I’m are not aren’t

we will we’ll could not couldn’t

we are we’re you have you’ve

you are you’re we have we’ve

they are they’re would have would’ve

he is he’s they would they’d

she is she’s I would I’d

2. Remove the apostrophe and write the original two words.

hasn’t has not couldn’t could not

aren’t are not shouldn’t should not

don’t do not can’t can not

we’ve  we have I’d  I had / I would

he’s he is she’d she had / she would

they’re they are they’ve they have

I’m  I am they’ll they will

I’ll  I will we’ll we will
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Common Contractions – Answers 
1. Fill in the table to create the contractions.

is/am/are have/has will had/would

I I’m I’ve I’ll I’d

you you’re you've you'll you'd

she she’s she’s she’ll she’d

he he’s he’s he’ll he’d

it it’s it’s it’ll it’d

we we’re we’ve we’ll we’d

they they’re they’ve they’ll they’d

2. Write a sentence for each common contraction.

Answers will vary.
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